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Presence of the Past 1965
drawing on performance studies and sacramental and liturgical theology
ruthanna b hooke develops a theology of proclamation grounded in the body s
experience of preaching the author explores the claim that preaching is a
sacramental event of communion with the triune god by comparing the steps
involved in voice production with the fourfold shape of the eucharist this
comparison yields a description of preaching as an event of self offering
that allows space for the humanity of the preacher and as an encounter with
the holy spirit that is communal and prophetic preaching draws participants
into christ s dying and rising and hence into a mode of power known in
vulnerability calling hearers into the eschatological event of the
resurrection preaching inherently moves toward proclamation on political and
ethical issues hooke uses this theological framework to offer ways of
preaching on environmental crisis and on racism the author calls preachers to
embodied engagement with preaching and describes a way for preachers to bear
witness to jesus christ not only in the content of their proclamation but in
their way of being in the preaching event
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Sacramental Presence 2023-05-22
the philosophy of presence seeks to challenge current understandings of
meaning and understanding one can trace its origins back to vico dilthey and
heidegger though its more immediate exponents include jean luc nancy hans
ulrich gumbrecht and such contemporary philosophers of history as frank
ankersmit and eelco runia the theoretical paradigm of presence conveys how
the past is literally with us in the present in significant and material ways
things we cannot touch nonetheless touch us this makes presence a post
linguistic or post discursive theory that challenges current understandings
of meaning and interpretation presence provides an overview of the concept
and surveys both its weaknesses and its possible uses in this book ethan
kleinberg and ranjan ghosh bring together an interdisciplinary group of
contributors to explore the possibilities and limitations of presence from a
variety of perspectives history sociology literature cultural theory media
studies photography memory and political theory the book features critical
engagements with the presence paradigm within intellectual history literary
criticism and the philosophy of history in three original case studies
presence illuminates the relationships among photography the past memory and
the other what these diverse but overlapping essays have in common is a
shared commitment to investigate the attempt to reconnect meaning with
something real and to push the paradigm of presence beyond its current uses
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the volume is thus an important intervention in the most fundamental debates
within the humanities today contributors bill ashcroft university of new
south wales mark bevir university of california berkeley susan a crane
university of arizona ranjan ghosh university of north bengal suman gupta
open university ethan kleinberg wesleyan university john michael university
of rochester vincent p pecora university of utah roger i simon

Presence 2013-11-15
there is considerable academic and practical interest in stone and stone
buildings as exemplified by the wide range of high quality and innovative
work being conducted in the pursuit of the effective preservation and
restoration of historic buildings this is reflected in the numerous
publications on stone and stone buildings that regularly find their way into
the public domain not least amongst these are a number of geological society
special publications which have appeared in recent years this current volume
seeks to bring to the attention of the various professionals in the field
geologists architects engineers conservators and conservation scientists
recent work centred on the characterization and performance of this important
resource and its use in historic buildings the volume has wider relevance
including to those interested in the heritage of stone
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Notes and Queries Historical and Genealogical,
Chiefly Relating to Interior Pennsylvania 1895
borsch has not answered all the questions of course who can but his view of
the man tradition makes more sense to me than for example perrin s rather
cavalier dismissal of the evidence and it not only enlightens but also
enlivens the discussion as against the extreme skeptics borsch is also
convincing to me in arguing the case for a large measure of authenticity in
the son of man tradition in the gospels if the proof of the pudding is in the
eating the book constantly calls me back to its pages for insight regarding
the problem both in its historical dimension and in its bearing upon the
meaning of jesus of nazareth for faith today theology the author is well
aware of the difficulties involved in entering a field wherein so much
investigation has been done and of this with the positive and negative
conclusions he gives an excellent survey crisp and critical the lines opened
up will engage the attention of a new and more positive chapter in the form
critical argument london quarterly and holborn review frederick h borsch is
the retired bishop of the episcopal diocese of los angeles and professor of
new testament and chair of anglican studies at the lutheran theological
seminary at philadelphia he is also the former dean of the chapel at
princeton university his other books include the spirit searches everything
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keeping life s questions the bible s authority in today s church introducing
the lessons of the church year a guide for lay readers and congregartions and
the christian and gnostic son of man

Stone in Historic Buildings 2014-04-30
in the presence of history is a fascinating view of historical personalities
through the documents manuscripts and autographs they left behind readers
learn how to determine quality and value what to seek out and buy how to sell
what to avoid and which types of autographs are the wisest investments the
book enables novices to begin authenticating autographs for themselves it
also contains the most comprehensive color study of the documents of u s
presidents ever published

The Son of Man in Myth and History 2007-03-01
roy rosenzweig and david thelen asked 1 500 americans about their connection
to the past and how it influences their daily lives and hopes for the future
the result is a surprisingly candid series of conversations and reflections
on how the past infuses the present with meaning while the past is
omnipresent to americans history as it is usually defined in textbooks leaves
many people cold rosenzweig and thelen found that history as taught in school
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does not inspire a strong connection to the past and they reveal how race and
ethnicity affect how americans perceive the past

The Collection of Autograph Letters and Historical
Documents 1897
in scandinavian colonialism and the rise of modernity small time agents in a
global arena archaeologists anthropologists and historians present case
studies that focus on the scope and impact of scandinavian colonial expansion
in the north africa asia and america as well as within scandinavia itsself
they discuss early modern thinking and theories made valid and developed in
early modern scandinavia that justified and propagated participation in
colonial expansion the volume demonstrates a broad and comprehensive spectrum
of archaeological anthropological and historical research which engages with
a variation of themes relevant for the understanding of danish and swedish
colonial history from the early 17th century until today the aim is to add to
the on going global debates on the context of the rise of the modern society
and to revitalize the field of early modern studies in scandinavia where
methodological nationalism still determines many archaeological and
historical studies through their theoretical commitment critical outlook and
application of postcolonial theories the contributors to this book shed a new
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light on the processes of establishing and maintaining colonial rule
hybridization and creolization in the sphere of material culture politics of
resistance and responses to the colonial claims this volume is a fantastic
resource for graduate students and researchers in historical archaeology
scandinavia early modern history and anthropology of colonialism

Archæological and Historical Collections Relating
to Ayrshire & Galloway 1885
ancestral presence tells a history that has more than one history in it while
also telling the story of the relation between worlds for the fuyuge people
of the papuan highlands the past is not history in a conventional sense for
them the world and its history derives from a creator force called tidibe
which is central to fuyuge cosmology the fuyuge are at the centre of the
world but fuyuge people are part of another history too they have experienced
decades of mission and government influence from centres of power located
elsewhere to which their mountain home is marginal and remote through a
detailed exploration of fuyuge myth changes to ritual life and cosmology eric
hirsch weaves an account of the relationship between these two histories he
documents the real changes wrought by colonialism government and christianity
from the late nineteenth century to the turn of the millennium yet this is
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not a story of continuity and change hirsch demonstrates how transformation
was always central to fuyuge life changes brought by missionaries and
government were processes they themselves initiated in the ancestral past
through tidibe the cosmological creator force engaging in debates that have
been pivotal to melanesian anthropology the book presents an ethnographically
rich account of a distinctive world cosmology and ideas of historical change
it also raises questions regarding assumptions central to western history its
worldview and ideas of historical time

In the Presence of History 2009
this book examines the ways in which recent u s latina literature challenges
popular definitions of nationhood and national identity it explores a group
of feminist texts that are representative of the u s latina literary boom of
the 1980s 1990s and 2000s when an emerging group of writers gained prominence
in mainstream and academic circles through close readings of select
contemporary mexican american puerto rican and cuban american works maya
socolovsky argues that these narratives are remapping the united states so
that it is fully integrated within a larger hemispheric americas looking at
such concerns as nation place trauma and storytelling writers denise chavez
sandra cisneros esmeralda santiago ana castillo himilce novas and judith
ortiz cofer challenge popular views of latino cultural unbelonging and make
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strong cases for the legitimate presence of latinas os within the united
states in this way they also counter much of today s anti immigration
rhetoric imagining the u s as part of a broader americas these writings
trouble imperialist notions of nationhood in which political borders and a
long history of intervention and colonization beyond those borders have come
to shape and determine the dominant culture s writing and the defining of all
latinos as other to the nation

Catalogue of the Collection of Autograph Letters
and Historical Documents Formed ... by Alfred
Morrison ...: Collection ... formed ... 1882-1893:
A-D. 1893-96, 3 v 1897
includes proceedings of the annual general meetings of the wiltshire
archaeological and natural history society

The Jewish Presence 1977
johnson s critical presence demonstrates how johnson s criticism has for long
been divided from the issues of modern criticism by historical narratives
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that have marked the progress of criticism from classic to romantic the image
of johnson constructed by his immediate antagonists has been preserved by the
routines of historical representation and mediated to the present day most
recently by the characterizations of radical theory by an in depth analysis
of major works by johnson smallwood argues that the historicization of
eighteenth century criticism can be more fruitfully understood in the light
of the dialogic and translational historiography of such thinkers as
collingwood and ricoeur and that the contexts of johnson s criticism must
include the poetry he read as well as the theories he espoused in this way
the book reinstates johnson s presence as critic while displacing the history
of ideas as the leading paradigm for conceptualizing the history of criticism

The Presence of the Past 2000-03
the routledge handbook of the history of global economic thought offers the
first comprehensive overview of the long run history of economic thought from
a truly international perspective although globalization has facilitated the
spread of ideas between nations the history of economics has tended to be
studied either thematically by topic in terms of different currents of
thought or individually by economist work has been published in the past on
the economic thought traditions of specific countries but this pioneering
volume is unique in offering a wide ranging comparative account of the
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development of economic ideas and philosophies on the international stage the
volume brings together leading experts on the development of economic ideas
from across the world in order to offer a truly international comparison of
the economics within nation states each author presents a long term
perspective on economics in their region allowing global patterns in the
progress of economic ideas over time to be identified the specially
commissioned chapters cover the vast sweep of the history of economics across
five world regions including europe england scotland ireland italy greece
spain portugal germany sweden russia and the ukraine the americas the usa
canada mexico and central america spanish speaking south america brazil and
the caribbean the middle east turkey israel arab islamic economics persia
iran north africa africa west africa southern africa mozambique and angola
and the asia pacific region australia and new zealand china southeast asia
the asian tigers india this rigorous ambitious and highly scholarly volume
will be of key interest to students academics policy professionals and to
interested general readers across the globe

A General Survey of the History of the Canon of the
New Testament 1889
the eastern subarctic has long been portrayed as a place without history
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challenging this perspective history in the making the archaeology of the
eastern subarctic charts the complex and dynamic history of this little known
archaeological region of north america along the way the book explores the
social processes through which native peoples made history in the past and
archaeologists and anthropologists later wrote about it as such the book
offers both a critical history and historiography of the eastern subarctic

Scandinavian Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity
2013-02-20
before the renaissance and reformation holy images were treated not as art
but as objects of veneration which possessed the tangible presence of the
holy the faithful believed that these images served as relics and were able
to work miracles deliver oracles and bring victory to the battlefield in this
magisterial book hans belting traces the long history of the sacral image and
its changing role from surrogate for the represented image to an original
work of art in european culture likeness and presence looks at the beliefs
superstitions hopes and fears that come into play as people handle and
respond to sacred images and presents a compelling interpretation of the
place of the image in western history back cover
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Notes and Queries and Historic Magazine 1898

The Presence of the Word 1981

Ancestral Presence 2020

Troubling Nationhood in U.S. Latina Literature
2013-06-26

The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History
Magazine 1857
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Critical and Historical Essays Contributed to the
Edinburgh Review [microform] 1885

Biographical and Historical Record of Adams and
Wells Counties, Indiana 1887

Florida; Its Scenery, Climate and History ... With
Numerous Illustrations 1876

Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History
of the People of India, Their Religion and
Institutions Collected, Translated, and Illustrated
by J. Muir. - London : Trübner & Co 1873
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Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History
of the People of India 1874

The history of the ancient parish of Sandbach 1881

The ancient history of the Egyptians, Carthaginians
[&c.]. Transl. 1 vol. [in 2]. 1880

The history of philosophy from Thales to Comte 1895

Historical Papers Relating to the Jacobite Period,
1699-1750 2004
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Johnson's Critical Presence 2014-08-27

Routledge Handbook of the History of Global
Economic Thought 1878

The History of Marshall County, Iowa 1880

The History of Poweshiek County, Iowa 1870

History of the Old Covenant 1883

The History of Jasper County, Missouri, Including a
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Condensed History of the State, a Complete History
of Carthage and Joplin, Other Towns and Townships
1875

The History of the Protestant Reformation ... 1887

The American Catholic Historical Researches 1873

A Genealogy of the Leavenworth Family in the United
States, with Historical Introduction, Etc., by E.
W. L. ... Being a Revision and Extension of the
Genealogical Tree Compiled by W. and E. W.
Leavenworth, Etc 2013-10-18
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History in the Making 1879

The history of Jesus of Nazara; considered in its
connection with the national life of Israel, and
related in detail, translated from the German 1994

Likeness and Presence
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